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[00:05] INTRODUCTION MUSIC by Alanis Morissette 

[00:45] HILLARY LARSEN, HOST: In the two years plus we’ve been doing A Conversation with 
Gangaji, we’ve never had a guest host and that is until now - and what a way to start. To millions 
of people, she is known for music that somehow translates both the joy, as well as the angst, 
that is present as part of this human experience of ours. Over the years, not separate from her 
music, we have also been informed and inspired by her willingness to share her spiritual journey 
with the rest of us. 

[01:15] ALANIS MORISSETTE, GUEST: A lot of people look at my life and lifestyle - and the 
glorious invitations that I have to participate in some pretty - quote unquote - “exciting things” - 
as being the arrival, you know. And, for me, it was just another part of the journey (laughter) and 
I have no idea where I’m going. I’m just showing up. 

[01:33] HILLARY: To tell you the truth, there were so many great parts to this conversation 
between Alanis and Gangaji, it was kind of hard to narrow it down. But there were some themes 
that came up and they had to do with fame, success and failure, pain, disillusionment, and what 
it means to live a life dedicated to truth. So I think we’re ready. I can’t wait for you all to hear 
this. Alanis Morissette is our special guest host and we could not be happier. I’m Hillary Larson 
and this is A Conversation with Gangaji. 

[02:28] GANGAJI: I just want you to know - and everyone listening to know - that I love this 
opportunity to speak to Alanis. But I have spoken to you before in a group and so I know, from 
direct conversation, the willingness you have and the depth of what you had realized at that 
point which was some years ago. And so I’m really happy to meet you in this way, in this kind of 
transcendence of time and space through the technology. 

[03:02] ALANIS: I love it, that we are availing ourselves of this. And just to speak to that 
experience of having interacted with you a few years ago - I just want to thank you for being so 
sweet to me. And also so respectful of my boundaries around the vulnerability of being in the 
public eye while wanting to participate in earnest in this, what I consider to be, a really beautiful 
conversation. And there have been times, in the past, where I have wanted to dive into, head 
first into these conversations - but I’ve had to take into consideration being in the public eye and 
trying to find that nice balance of being respectful of my own emotional personal safety 
combined with this part of me that just wants to dive into the deep end and doesn’t really care. 
So I just felt like you, and your whole team at Esalen, were really deeply kind and considerate 
around that. So thanks for that.  
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[03:55] GANGAJI: Oh, I’m glad. 

[04:00] ALANIS: And a lot has happened since then. And one of the topics that I was thinking 
could be fun to dive into - we’ll see where it goes - is the journey of moving. In my personal 
case, this journey of moving away from what I’ve done most, if not all of my life, which is 
wanting to be, sort of the egoic archetypal stamped persona. For a long time it was “the prodigy” 
as a child, and then moving into “rock star” and “Grammy winner”, and everything in quotes. And 
just really moving forward and at these different junctures, seeing what it felt like to make 
choices that were mired and based in ego. And then making choices that were just listening to 
the great animating force. And often times what has been asked of me is to move in directions 
that ran counter, almost completely, to what was expected. Whether it be a style of song-writing, 
whether it be waking up after many travels - one of which countries included India - just coming 
back to a place where this dedication, or this devotion really, to, to letting life animate me and 
following the path where it leads, knowing that there have been many junctures where where it 
led was decidedly away from, maybe, more money or more fame which seems to be the nectar 
of the egoic desires these days. I’m baffled with America - and now, at this point, probably the 
world - how fame seems to be the big dangle and so to be making choices along the way that 
sometimes step right into the egoic brass ring fantasy of fame and money and power. And I 
guess the other one is looking twelve for the rest of our lives. It used to be that we all wanted to 
look twenty-one, and now it’s that we want to look fifteen. (laughter) So, I’m forty years old, 
chronologically, and so even these junctures of being photographed by paparazzi, knowing that 
I’m not adhering to the perfection standard of beauty. 

[06:01] ALANIS CONT’D: And, so, just really being in the middle of that, you know, and then at 
the same time really in the roles of mother and daughter and leader and student and all of these 
wonderful roles. So I just thought it would be really cool to come to you and talk about the idea 
of what fortitude - or what’s the quality exactly - that is required of any human being, in this 
case, me, to be committed to this truth and to this listening? Because to the degree that my 
friends are listening and getting to know you in this moment, I think there’s sort of a built in fear 
of running counter to the cultural and conditioning demands of us. You know?  

[06:40] GANGAJI: Yes. Yes. 

[06:42] ALANIS: And you know, and then what do we do? Do we hold each other? (laughter) 

[06:46] GANGAJI: Well, you know, in a sense we are holding each other. That’s part of what this 
conversation is. But we’re holding each other in the sense of supporting each other in letting go 
of how others have defined us. Defined us as either “society” or the latest twelve-year old look 
or, as you say, the “egoic persona”. And we are, all over the planet, supporting one another in 
that way. And there is support on the opposite side, too. So I think, finally, we call for help, “I 
need support.” We all need support. We receive that support and then, in receiving it, we are 
actually offering it. And just hearing what you say, I mean, this “cauldron”. This particular 
cauldron that your life is - as fame - as the fact that you did actually achieve fame - and you 
recognize that that’s wonderful, and that can feel really pleasurable. But it’s not it. And so, I 
would say, when you say, “What’s required?” I mean, the big answer is, “The willingness to be 
free.” And then everything comes up to challenge that. Especially when we are successful. So, I 
know many people listening to this would see your life as the ideal life and, of course, in many 



ways it is…it’s totally a blessed life and a privileged life, as are all of the lives of people who 
even have the time, and the opportunity, to listen to something like this. But it’s never enough 
unless we’re true to some deeper, deeper meaning. And that’s not a meaning that can be 
defined, really. It’s the meaning of oneself. Oneself. As you say so beautifully “this life animating 
you rather than you directing life.” So I hear in that a surrender. And a surrender to the totality. It 
doesn’t mean you don’t write your songs. You didn’t have to retreat from that. But you have to 
retreat from that defining you. And then, of course, better songs are written, even if they’re never 
appreciated. They are coming from that. 

[09:09] ALANIS: Yes. I just found that, in some ways, while I will always write songs and always 
- my imagination is that I’ll use these talents - that there had to be something more, after having 
grabbed the brass ring. And I did come to find that people didn’t really want to hear about the 
disillusionment. You know, they’re like, “Wait a minute! I’m still ambitious. I still have this hunger. 
Maybe a misguided or misdirected hunger, but a hunger nonetheless!” And, “Alanis, I don’t want 
to hear you talk with me about the thing that we’ve projected onto you, as being the be-all and 
end-all, as having been hollow or not being it,” as you just beautifully said. So I stopped actually 
talking about it. (laughter) And I just thought, “well people”… my sense was that people didn’t 
really want to hear about it. And, like you said, a lot of people look at my life and lifestyle - and 
the glorious invitations that I have to participate in some pretty, quote, unquote, “exciting” things 
- as being the arrival. You know, and, for me, it was just another part of the journey (laughter) 
and I have no idea where I am going. I’m just showing up. 

[10:15] GANGAJI: It’s so beautiful and really encouraging to people because when people, all of 
us, look for fame or for pleasure, or see others who’ve achieved it - even others who have 
achieved the fame of enlightenment, the Buddha or Ramana - we then, of course, somehow in 
our minds, define that as the end. And we also bring to that definitions of how we will feel, what 
we will do, what our world will be. And all of that is a kind of bondage. And so, somehow, in the 
achievement of success - and, really, I’m speaking to everyone who is listening because you 
have achieved success. We aren’t starving in this moment, those of you who are participating in 
this. We aren’t, at this particular moment, running from bombs or violence. So we actually have 
the space to ask ourselves, “What really matters in our life?” And it's that success that then 
seems to pave the way for some readiness for the deeper questions and the deeper answers. 
But it can't be forced, you know. I mean, as you’ve discovered, people walk out on me all the 
time! You know, they think they're coming to a group that's going to give them skills on how to 
achieve enlightenment, and I'm suggesting they give up all their ideas of enlightenment. And 
many people don't want to hear that. And when I was with my teacher Papaji, he said, “Only 
those people who are really ready will resonate with this.” Because, really, what you're speaking 
of, as I hear it - and as I've heard it in the past - is not a particular teaching, but it is the bursting 
open of this particular life-form -“Alanis,” “Gangaji,” or “Hillary,” whoever's listening, “Leah” - to 
be in surrender to the animating force, the bigger life that is present in all of the smallest aspects 
of it. So I say, it's important to expect people to walk out, to not want to hear that, because it 
interrupts their trajectory of their idealism of what will give them what they really want. So 
sometimes we have to be…to get some degree of what we have to recognize it's not enough. 

[12:50] ALANIS: When people ask me, “What do we do next? Once we've been disillusioned, is 
there a next?” And my answer on some level has really just been, “It depends what lens you're 
looking through.” If you're looking through the lens of what's the next egoic thing to have a notch 



on, then there's ten answers for that one. And if we're looking for truth, then I don't find those 
answers in my mind. I don't find them in the egoic mechanics that you mentioned. And then in 
terms of what they look like, you know, sometimes my question - well a lot of people that I speak 
with - their question is, “What does it look like? What do I need to do?” (laughter) You know, like, 
“Well ….” I don't really entirely know what to share with them about what they need to do other 
than not to do anything. (laughter) 

[13:42] GANGAJI: That’s right. Yes. 

[13:43] ALANIS: But that’s not always an answer that is exciting for them to hear. As you’ve 
probably experienced. 

[13:47] GANGAJI: Yes, as I have. So when people ask me, “What to do?” I say, “Ask for help, 
and open your arms, and then tell the truth.” Because, somehow, that got me to the feet of a 
teacher. And I really had had no desire to go to India or to find a guru, I just wanted something a 
little more safe. (laughter) 

[14:10] ALANIS: Yeah, like pain free living.  

[14:12] GANGAJI: Yes. (laughter) 

[14:15] ALANIS: How about no suffering. (laughter) 

[14:16] GANGAJI: Yes. Just endless pleasure is all I was looking for. (laughter)  

[14:17] ALANIS: Me too! 

[14:17] GANGAJI: And he stopped me in my tracks you know. He essentially said, without using 
these words, “If you got that, what would you have?” And then he had to point me to, “And what 
do you have now, in spite of not having what you are looking for?” So he was really always 
turning my attention into something that was deeper, that was going unexamined, un-inquired 
into. And we live our lives that way in Western culture and in, I think, American culture, perhaps, 
in particular? But as we know, that’s global now. 

[14:55] ALANIS: Mmm hmm.  

[14:56] GANGAJI: And with that has come a kind of superficiality. And so, of course, we’re 
disillusioned. And yet we are so afraid of not going for another brass ring, another better level of 
survival, that we don’t even take a moment, a second, to stop. 

[15:16] ALANIS: It’s epidemic now, the seeking or the hunger or the ambition, and then 
attempting to come up with ways to “do” our way into it. You know, it’s like ... 

[15:24] GANGAJI: Yes. It’s a lifestyle, it’s a fashion. 

[15:28] ALANIS: Yes. But I guess the question becomes, with seeking truth and being devoted 
to it, you know, to the degree that we are or whatever degree that is, it does distinguish, and 



render distinct, the difference between suffering and pain, right? It’s like this pain-free, pleasure-
filled “enlightened” - quote, unquote - outcome, for me, is not the new brass ring. I mean the ego 
could co-opt that as well and say, “This is the new brass ring.” You know, that you are 
enlightened, and you speak in a certain tone and a certain volume. But, for me, it’s become 
about inquiring into what’s happening and going - I’m not sure if this will be clear, but - going all 
the way down like, inquiring after inquiring, after question after question, until there’s nothing, 
you know, or until there’s that amazing fear of death that I come back to a hundred times a day! 
(laughter) 

[16:16] GANGAJI: Yes. That’s beautiful. I mean you use the word ‘dive’ earlier and this is the 
inner dive, this willingness to be so naked - to be internally so naked - and to not immediately 
reassemble you know, the latest wardrobe. To just open and dive. And then we do face the fear 
of death. Of course, that’s where our ego arises from. It’s a great survival mechanism. And it just 
- at this point on our planet and in the lives of those who are ready to hear it - has revealed itself 
to be extremely limited and false. And not wrong, necessarily, but in error. It can only ... it can’t 
take you into the inner dive, actually, because you have to leave thought behind for that deeper 
experience. And I just think this is so it when you recognize a kind of bliss addiction - or this 
attachment to the idea of feeling good - is in itself suffering. So it ... 

[17:26] ALANIS: Yeah, ‘cause it doesn’t work.  

[17:27] GANGAJI: Yeah, it doesn’t work and it just generates more reaching for something that’s 
not here in this moment. And pain is often here. Pain is an aspect of what it means to be a 
sensory creature. And if we are willing for there to be pain, we don’t need to then attach 
enormous sagas of meaning to that pain. It can actually be a pure experience of pain and an 
appreciation of the gift of pain. While you may also, of course, do whatever you can do to 
alleviate pain, you aren’t identifying yourself as, usually, wrong for having pain or, the victim of 
pain.  

[18:14] ALANIS: Or that it’s presumed and assumed that we would want to run from it whenever 
we feel it.  

[18:17] GANGAJI: Yes. 

[18:18] ALANIS: And the physical sensation of pain in this chest…Over the last month, I’ve just 
noticed that I’ve grappled with depression, anxiety, throughout my whole life. And so, for so 
long, I thought there was something I had to do about it. And certainly there are moments where 
it’s actually lovely and smart for me to do something about it - and lord knows I have. But there 
was a moment, a couple of days ago, where I felt the dread and the anxiety, and I call it this kind 
of, like, “tar-like” experience. It feels like tar is covering - and I thought, “What if I just didn’t do 
anything?” What if I didn’t have fantasies and Xanax? And what if I didn’t try to change this and I 
just felt the sensation? And if I was inspired to name it, even name it. There’s a lot more 
intentionality in what I do without it being rigid. And there’s a lot more silence and a lot more just 
feeling the rapture of truth recognizing truth, or silence recognizing silence. Or, you know. And I 
do notice that if it is disconcerting for someone across from me, sometimes I - that empathy that 
I have will have me maybe - add a few words so that their anxiety assuages a little bit.  



[19:32] GANGAJI: Oh it’s sweet. It’s very dear. It’s beautiful.  

[19:33] ALANIS: (laughter) 

[19:35] GANGAJI: And you, ‘cause you know where they’re coming from too, you know?  

[19:38] ALANIS: Totally.  

[19:38] GANGAJI: You’ve been there. We’ve all been in these different places. And I love 
hearing you recognize and speak clearly about the rapture of being here, regardless of 
whatever else is here. And, to me, this is a wonder that we come in with. And then, whatever 
else we bring in - whether it is genetically, or our parents, or our cultures - somehow that 
rapture, or that wonder, gets covered by our particular egoic ambitions, or our identity with 
suffering, or change, or keeping something the same. And it just gets overlooked. You get to 
return to this innocent, pure being that is here and is here.  

[20:29] ALANIS: And I feel like there’s a general message that “pain cannot be tolerated”. That 
somehow pain has to be - in my case, definitely in a lot of people I know - just dissociation and 
avoidance and all of these things that we did based on our attachment styles. These were all 
survival strategies because the lie in the room was being - it’s kind of a harsh word but - inflicted 
or imposed on us by conditioning out of the gate, out of the womb. Where, in the conditioning, 
we’re learning what’s wrong and what’s right and how to be and how to act and what . . . you 
know. And then we’re either touched or under-touched, or neglected, or whatever, all these. And 
then our sweet brains just try as best as they can to come up with the survival strategy of the 
day. And I think one of the sweet awakening moments for me has been around just really seeing 
my survival strategies as having been this incredible friend. 

[21:29] GANGAJI: That’s right.  

[21:30] ALANIS: And see how it does keep me from the grand connection. 

[21:32] GANGAJI: Yes. 

[21:32] ALANIS: It does keep me from human connection. It keeps me from God connection. It 
keeps me from feeling like I even want to be here. And spending time with my son, who’s almost 
four, I just watch his precious aliveness and wonderment and inquiry that is just so organically 
natural to his beingness. There’s no, he’s ah, I don’t see confusion in him. (laughter) He said to 
me the other day, he said, “So Mommy, I wake up, I play, and then I sleep. And then I wake up, 
and I play, and then I sleep. And then I wake up and I play?” 

[22:10] GANGAJI: (laughter) 

[22:11] ALANIS: And I said, “Yeah! That’s it.” (laughter) 

[22:17] GANGAJI: Oh what a time. What sweet, precious time. Mmmmm.  



[22:23] ALANIS: Yeah and I thought if I could apply some of the essence of that ...it brings the 
joy back for me because I just realized that it is this colorful, semi-torturous, semi-delicious 
playground. (laughter) 

[22:38] GANGAJI: Yeah. Well it sounds like you do. You’ve recognized that capacity, somehow, 
that doesn’t have to run from pain and doesn’t have to indulge the suffering that the story can 
generate around the pain. You can actually be here. That was the phrase you used - “Be here” - 
and that is the capacity. And it’s still this innocence, that your four-year-old can so naturally 
display. That’s, to me, the thrill in hearing a report of a four-year-old or hearing a report from 
you. This woman who is, you know ...how many times have you reached the brass ring? And yet 
you still ...and the horrors that you’ve gone through, the personal depressions and anxieties. But 
to recognize that there’s still this innocent, whole capacity to be here fully. And that’s how we 
support one another, it seems to me. In your willingness to say that, even if it occasionally clears 
the room.  

[23:46] ALANIS: (laughter) I would take the word ‘occasionally’ out.  

[23:48] GANGAJI: OK. If it usually clears the room. And then, of course, we learn, maybe, to say 
it, maybe, in a different way, or use words that are the words that fit with the particular group’s 
vocabulary. Or we don’t. I mean, many teachers become hermits or just retreat to the mountain. 

[24:08] ALANIS: Yeah…And my particular life story includes my being considerate of others 
listening. Because even though there’s a complexity to this - to the idea of truth, to the 
experience of truth - it’s really, there’s a gorgeous simplicity to it.  

[24:26] GANGAJI: Yes. 

[24:26] ALANIS: And my goal would be to render it simple to the point where conversations like 
the one we’re having right now would be commonplace. 

[24:36] GANGAJI: Yes. 

[24:36] ALANIS: That would be my little utopian fantasy. (laughter) 

[24:40] GANGAJI: Yes, well it’s happening right now. (laughter) We are having this conversation. 

[24:44] ALANIS: Here we are! 

[24:44] GANGAJI: And there are people attuned to it. And people, maybe, have turned it off, but 
there are people who’ve stayed with it and are nodding their heads and recognizing this is not 
just the two of us. This is happening, this is possible, to actually to meet and embrace one 
another. Perhaps if we meet long enough, we find areas of difference. But that is still within this 
bigger embrace of, really, what you initially said, of support and, “Are we alone in this?” And, of 
course, as you know, as we all must know, there are moments of stark aloneness. There are 
moments when there is no help but the willingness to stay conscious and open. But, even in 
those moments, we are surrounded by each other, we have each other. And I include everyone 



in that, the whole human species as well as all sentient beings. Because we’re in it together. So, 
we do have each other.  

[25:52] ALANIS: And then, you know, the question that you were asked by Papaji which is, 
“What would you have if you achieved that?” You know? But then I see a lot of famous people 
who are really struggling and the only way out for the struggle seems to be attempting to 
perpetuate more fame. 

[26:08] GANGAJI: Yes. That’s the catch, it seems, everywhere, whether it’s fame, or money, or 
power, or whatever it may be. It’s such a fear of the boogie man or the demon that, somehow, in 
the moments of extreme pleasure that those powers of fame or money give, that we ...it’s 
harder. I think it’s harder. You know I’ve met with prisoners before and their lives, clearly, have 
failed and there’s no doubt about it. They’re in prison. And once I was in Folsom prison meeting 
with some guys and most of them were in for life. So there was no possibility of thinking they 
were going to get it better, reclaim their idealism of what it means to succeed in life. And so they 
were literally up against the wall. And there were many people in the prisons, so maybe I was 
meeting with twenty out of three thousand. So I don’t know what the others were going through, 
but these twenty were actually clear that they had failed and, in that, they were willing to open to 
where freedom might truly be - that it’s actually closer than failure or success. And it was 
beautiful talking to them. Not just for that talk, which was great, but to be able to talk to people 
on the outside who had so much of what these guys would never have. I mean, these guys 
didn’t have the freedom to eat when they wanted to eat, or exercise when they wanted to 
exercise. And yet the people I was speaking to at that time - I was speaking a lot in Boulder, 
Colorado and the Bay Area in California - suffer just as much because they somehow ignored 
the freedom that their lives were, in a way, to avoid this deep inquiry, this inner dive. Because 
it’s in that you are nothing. You have nothing. You are nobody. 

[28:16] ALANIS: Yeah. Nobody and no body.  

[28:19] GANGAJI: Yes. Yes. And then to discover that. And these guys in prison were beautiful. 
They were radiant. There were tears streaming down their faces and they were rich and 
bountiful. And they needed support, of course, and that was not an easy life. It was a hell realm 
that they were in. But I find it really interesting that from that hell realm, and the kind of heaven 
realm that you’re talking about - that most people would decide is a heaven realm - there’s still 
the hell of the personal identity and the suffering. And yet, as you’re saying, there is the 
possibility of - from this deep discovery - the display of all of life is really coming from and 
pointing back to this - this that’s closer than heaven or hell, closer than success or failure. 

[29:17] ALANIS: Mmm Hmm. Or circumstances of any kind.  

[29:18] GANGAJI: Yes. Yes. The closest.  

[29:18] ALANIS: And in some way what you’re describing is that failure, in a way, is one of 
probably many portals into this invitation into freedom. 

[29:32] GANGAJI: Absolutely. Yeah. 



[29:35] ALANIS: And ah…I mean my ego co-opted that one, as usual, and I just got really 
excited about the idea of failure for awhile. (laughter) ‘Cause in Hollywood if you’re over twenty-
seven you’re basically on the way out, especially as a woman. 

[29:46] GANGAJI: You’ve already failed if you are over twenty-seven. 

[29:48] ALANIS: (laughter) Yeah, years ago. So I just thought, “Well why don’t I just actually 
have fun with this whole idea of irrelevance?” You know? Because there were so many crass 
comments made in so many different boardrooms. I mean, I feel like I could write a whole book 
about meetings I’ve taken with just horrifying things being said from around what we are talking 
about. Things that just “hurt my chest,” as I call it. So this idea of playing with…You know, one of 
the worst words that someone in Hollywood can be told - “Too old.” “Irrelevant.” “Failure.” “On 
the way out.” Or whatever it was. So I just thought, “Well I’ll just play with that. This could be 
fun.” And, sure enough, it actually started getting really fun. And then I would just notice where I 
was being invited to show up. And instead of focusing on where I was no longer invited into, into 
the parties with the twenty-one year olds - as though I would want to be there - and then just 
getting to that other side of failure and then noticing that which opens up. 

[30:47] GANGAJI: Yes. 

[30:48] ALANIS: You know, what’s here now with my having dived to the bottom of the failure 
story, to the bottom of pure, sheer, ruthless irrelevance.  

[31:00] GANGAJI: Irrelevance. Yes. 

[31:01] ALANIS: ‘Irrelevance.’ ‘Cause that’s kind of a harsh one. 

[31:03] GANGAJI: That’s the big one. That’s the big one. ‘Cause we know we’re going to die 
and we know - if we have looked at things - we know we’re only here for an instant of time. And 
so, how relevant are we actually? And to open to that, then this is the deepest inquiry. 

[31:21] ALANIS: Yeah. And the sweet relevance to me is, “In what way are we participating in a 
conversation that’s already happening with or without us?” 

[31:30] GANGAJI: Oh beautiful! (laughter) That’s great. 

[31:33] ALANIS: The evolution of consciousness is happening and I either…I mean, I’m 
participating in it whether I’m consciously aware of it or not. And so, a T-Shirt choice, an 
interview choice, a whatever, all these choices I’m making are contributions to the larger 
conversation that’s already happening then. So then it just becomes - it’s almost overwhelming 
the freedom. “Whoa, you mean that I can’t get this wrong? Wow, I’m so used to the right and 
wrong paradigm.” If I can’t get this wrong, then what does that mean? And I know it’s my mind 
trying to - my “meaning-making machine” going off. If there is no way for me to get this wrong 
and I’m all, “I’m going to be dead and my body will be some other plant soon,” then what does 
that open up? It opens up, for me, it opens up true animation. Like, just being used by life. And 
I’m always titillated by how it looks. I never really know ahead of time. I have some intentions, or 
whatever it is, but I - it’s when I let go of all the intentions and agendas and plans that it gets 



really interesting. Because it’s almost like every day becomes this fun surprise. Including 
speaking with you which is sheer delight and joy for me! (laughter) An honor. 

[33:04] GANGAJI: Me too. Me too. I really could just continually hear the animation in your voice 
- and the surrender. And also, I think it’s really important what you’re saying because you keep - 
it seems to me - keep coming back to this, “If there’s any idea of what this looks like, that’s 
blown out of the water very quickly.” And that, finally, is what becomes irrelevant. And what’s 
really relevant is this recognition that I am, and that this life is here and this life-form won’t 
always be here. So I celebrate you, and I celebrate this conversation and everyone listening. I 
celebrate your open heart and even the pain in your chest that’s led to the deeper opening.  

[33:56] ALANIS: God bless you. Thank you so much. And thank you for this exchange and this 
meeting. It’s very heartening for me. 

[34:04] GANGAJI: Ah, I’m really glad. 

[34:05] ALANIS: On a human level. 

[34:06] GANGAJI: I’m really glad. Yes! Human to Human, Self to Self, Heart to Heart, we meet. 

(clip) 

[34:24] GANGAJI: So in this moment, if you aren’t trying to be any thing, or any body, or any 
where, or any way: Who are you? What are you? What is here? If you aren’t trying to be 
someplace: Where are you? If you aren’t trying to be: Are you? It’s possible you can at least 
glimpse the extraneous energy and unnecessary suffering which is the attention of your life-
span which may be over today, or tomorrow, or in a year, or in ten years, who knows. But the 
attention of your life-span is spent unnecessarily, extraneously. So the question, where is your 
attention? is the same as, What are you trying to be? Who are you trying to be? What are you 
trying to escape? Which is the same as, who are you really? 

(end clip) 

[36:02] HILLARY: Before we end off our conversation this month, I’d like to invite everyone 
who’s listening to this episode right now to join Gangaji for a live webcast. It actually happens 
every month. It’s a chance to ask Gangaji a question directly. It’s called, With Gangaji. The 
subject Gangaji will be covering for the next few months is on relationships. It’s just about every 
aspect of relationship you can possibly imagine from the casual to the intimate, from death, to 
money, to sexuality. Like I said, pretty much everything. And I’d also like to say that this episode 
you just listened to was sponsored by Silvia Bonito, such a great supporter of Gangaji Radio. 
Silvia would like to dedicate this to all of you in celebration of her wedding anniversary to her 
husband, Xavier. What a great gift to him. What a great gift to us. Thank you so much for your 
generosity.  

[36:47] HILLARY CONT’D: And if you’d like more information about With Gangaji - the webcast I 
was just speaking of - if you’d like to find out Gangaji’s events schedule, find other video or 



audio clips, or if you’re interested in supporting us here at Gangaji Radio you can go to the 
website. It’s gangaji.org. You can also send us an email at gangajiradio@gangaji.org. That’s g-
a-n-g-a-j-i-radio@GANGAJI.org. Lastly, I just really want to thank you, Alanis, for sharing 
yourself with all of us this month. Really, what a completely lovely conversation. You are 
welcome to join us here anytime. Until next month, to all of you, thank you for joining us. Be 
well.  

[37:27] CLOSING MUSIC by Alanis Morissette: That I Would Be Good
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